To: The Honorable Members of the Fox Point Village Board

From: Scott A. Botcher, Village Manager

Date: November 6, 2020

Re: Administrative Report for the Week Ending November 6, 2020

ADMINISTRATION

1. As I’m sure everyone is aware, an election was held on Tuesday, November 3, 2020. Over 90% of the Village’s registered voters voted.
2. Clerks continue to record election participation on the MyVote website.
3. 11/9/2020 Comp Plan meeting agenda was distributed and posted.
4. Staff continues to prepare for 2021 IT upgrades.
5. Staff participated in weekly North Shore Health Department EOC call.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

1. Leaf collection crews are still working 10 hours Monday through Thursday and 8 hours on Friday and Saturday.
2. Wind screens on the tennis courts were taken down.
3. High winds on Sunday resulted in a few trees falling over – one at the top of Beach hill and another in the 900 block of East Calumet.
4. Working on forestry requests. Our ash tree removal contractor will be in town soon to begin removal of the Village ash trees.
5. As noted last week, the RFP for the Beach Drive coastal resiliency project was sent to eight consultants last Thursday. Staff has fielded a few questions and has scheduled a pre-proposal meeting next week Tuesday for all of the consultants who are interested in the project.
6. Staff received the three-party agreement from the DOT for Lake Drive and have forwarded it to the Village Attorney for review.

POLICE DEPARTMENT

1. Officers responded to a report of a motor vehicle theft where the vehicle was left unlocked with the key fob inside the car. The car was recovered at another location within the village after it had been rummaged through and cash was taken, along with the key fob.
2. Officers responded to several reports of entry to auto (unlocked) and reports of items missing from within the cars. One resident reported that subjects entered their unlocked garage after rummaging through the unlocked cars in the driveway.

3. Officers responded to a report of a theft after a resident noticed prescription medications missing from within the home. The resident was able to identify a possible suspect in the theft and officers are continuing the investigation.

4. Officers responded to a report of a controlled substance violation after a citizen called police for a person smoking marijuana in a parked car. The officers interviewed the subject in the car and subsequently arrested the person for possession of a controlled substance. The subject also had two outstanding arrest warrants. The subject will appear in municipal court for the violation.

5. Officers participated in trick or treat activities while on patrol. Several block parties were held and the officers stopped to meet with residents.

6. Officers continued to respond to calls for political sign damage / thefts leading up to the election.

7. Officers responded to a mutual aid request from Glendale Police after a subject threatened to shoot a store clerk after they could not make change for a large bill. The subject left the scene in a car and was subsequently stopped by a Fox Point officer. The subject was detained and turned over to Glendale for arrest / investigation.

NORTH SHORE HEALTH DEPARTMENT

WI Health Insurance Open Enrollment

Find affordable health insurance in Wisconsin during the open enrollment period from November 1 to December 15.

There are many reasons why you should have health insurance coverage:

- Having health insurance is important for your health and finances. Get protection from unexpected medical costs and worst-case scenarios.
- Stay healthy with free preventive care, like flu shots, cancer screenings, and tests for high blood pressure.
- Save money on prescription drugs.
- Get coverage for mental health and substance use disorder services.

WI DHS Open Enrollment: https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/getcovered/index.htm

Health Insurance Options: https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/getcovered/options.htm
Covering Wisconsin helps connect Wisconsin residents with appropriate insurance coverage and other programs that support health. Learn more about the services they provide on their website: https://www.coveringwi.org/.

They have an online Health Insurance Connector Tool on their website to help people find local agencies that have health insurance enrollment assisters: https://www.coveringwi.org/enroll. The Connector Tool only lists those who provide enrollment assistance:

- At no-cost to the consumer
- For both Healthcare.gov and BadgerCare Plus
- To the general public (not only clients/patients)

For the most recent updates on COVID-19 in the North Shore, visit our website. We also encourage you to frequently monitor the DHS website and CDC website.